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DIARY OF WHITE HOUSE LEADERSmp
MEETINGS ... 9lst CONGRESS

May 20, 1989
At 8 :35 a. m., NiXon said that foreign aid had orllinally
beeD scheduled 01). the agenda but was removed because
It was felt it would be more appropriate for a bipartisan
leadership meeUna.
Mitchell discussed extension ot the VotinC Rights Act
which expires Aupst 6, 1970. In practioal effect. its
major provislollS apply to only 8 Southern states, and
it would appear that the trtaer mechanism was 80 devised
as to • •Iude aDOther southern state (Texas). The Presi
dent said often duriDI the oampaip. that he was opposed
to lepalaUon tarp&d ap1nst a particular sectioa of the
country. For that reason.. when the Justice Department
teatWes. it wUl propose amendment. which will make the
statute applioable to the country at larp. The 5010 formula
will be reta1Ded tor a transitional period but then eliminated.
Those who have been rel1stered under the present system
will be protected. Those who have served 6 months in the ~ fD~1I
miUtary service and those who have a 8th grade education ::
wtl1 have a presumption of literacy. Examiners and
:
observers w1ll be available to 10 iDto any area wbere
~
discriminatioD 1s shown. McCulloch said that he welcomes
the propoaals aDd felt that they ;;ad substantially improve
the Act. Rhode. allked 11 the old law applies only to Nel!"08s.
Mitchell repl1ed that it appUes to all and that many whites
have betm .-elistered. W1l8Oll and Tower asked about state.
which require periodic reregistraUon. Mitchell said that the
legislation would not affect any part of that process outside
the literacy t.at area. &Klerson asked. if it bad been made
permanent. Mitchell replled it was difficult to make a
decision on this point. New C81l8U8 information is necessary,
but it was learned that the queaticms necessary to include
would delay the completion of the census by 6 months. Cramer
asked if the vote fraud secUon could DOt be tiptened.
McCulloch said he aareed it could be and should be and if so,
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the Pre81deDt abould messap a bW to the Conaress. for
which purpose. the Attorney General's appearance before

the Judiciary committee could probably be postponed a
few days. Sc:ott said he beUeved the Cramer sua.etlon
would help. 

-

RMN sald that he felt that the Attorney General had.
baDdled the Fonas matter with treat restraint and souad
discretion. There has been a pat deal of speculaUOD
about the appo1ntmellts of successors. Any diSCU8s1o!ls
that RMN has on the subject are to be oft the record.
This is because he f••ls that be should leave preliminary
matiers to the Attorney General and matmaill for himself
a posture of detachment wblah win permit him to make the
beet appoiDtmellts. He said that a number of people in this
room have stroDl vi.ws aDd that recommeDdaUODS should
be conve,.ed to the Attoraey Osaeral. I'I cODsider the"
appointments .....n more 1mportaDt than Cablnet appoiDtments.
and I win not f ••l bmmd to ma. appo1D.tmeDts from any
particular area ~ from ~ pariietalar,roup. I will appo1Dt
judfes who will interpret the COIl8tltuUon and law and DOt
f 0 It
attempt to make the law. Of course.. there is a grey area <:I ~.
()
between the two. " As to appointments, I wW be IflooktDg ~
1Jlto the matter shortly. l! Members of CoDJNSS have bee ~
under consicieratloD. but it now appears that none will be
~
eUpble until the 9b,d CO.ess. Mitchell was asked to
-
confirm. He said that Office of Lepl' cc;:;u...l had liven the
opiDtOD. that the pay raise raised a Constitutional barrier.
~ asked if there was any objection to suaeatlDi names
to the press. RMN said that such sugeaUons would be
welcome, that ""iii'Wanted to look at the whole field.

Blount said that he haa examined aU of the several proposals
for reform in the Poat Offlce Department and has concluded
that a permnent-owned corporaUon similar to ~t recom
mended by the Kappel Commission 18 the beet. He does have
certaJa major difference. with lbe Kappel Report. Under the
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plan which he wants to present to the COngress by
Jee 1. the maDaIement of the corporation would be
a Board of Directors of 9 members. '1 nominated from
outside by the President and confirmed by the Senate
OD • stagered basis over a "-year term and 2 others,
including the manager. named by the tlrst '1. Actions
of the Board involvtDl rate changes would be subject
to a eO-day veto by eonaress. Tbe right to strike
would be denied. but in Heu thereol. employees would
be ,ranted tbe collective bar,aiDini ri,hts and the
bindlDIJ arbitratioD proposal wbleb they have pubUcly
demaDded. With respect to the latter. a permanent
dispute
would be established aad empowered to
e. . . . in lact..tiadiDl. mediation and final arbitration.

,...1

So--thiDa has to be done to improve emciency and reduce
the deficit promptly or the postal establ1shmeDt will be
in terrible trouble 3 to 6 years hence. Today. the Depart..
ment is movtaa 83 billion pieces of mail a year and by
that time. the total will be 100 billion. H. R. 10.000
now champioDed by the unions, would cost for wa,e
Increases some $2. '1 bUUon a year; if this defictt is not
to be taken out of the public treasury. thl1Jwill require
a 5~ postage mcrease on first class mall. The corpora
tion would be liven power to raise money to modernise
facilities by barrowioa up to _ binton. It would DOt
be required to act UDder a balanced bud,et for a tr&Dsit1onai
period of 5 years. but thereafter. income would have to
equal outao. .A11ott iaquirecl about public s.rvice sub.ldied.
Blount replied that they would be cOlltinued .a at present
with the new corporation beiDI compeDsated out of the
pubHc treasury. Rhodes asked about government
guarantees on the bonds. BIoUDt said that tbls would be
authorized up to '2 billion. Wilson reminded that the Post
Office Department reaches every ciU.en; that the postal
workers bave the straDie. lobbylll WallhiftltollJ that 80me
tboupt must be liven to what the workers can be told to
justify the proposal. Blount said that he realised that the
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UDton leaders baYe their own positions to malDtain and
that tbe,. know a great deal more about the process of
lobbylDa than about the collecUve bar,ainiAl process.
However, they have publicly endorsed both collective
barpiDiAl and compulsory arbitration. It can be shown
that workers will fair better UDder the new system. The
!!£!. _P_r_.~si~d_e....nt~ voiced the COllC8r1l telt by lawyers who
h1tY. practiced labor law about compW.80ry arbitration.
Rhodes asked if there would be a Coap-es.1ona1 yeto
procedure followlrag a flDal aribtratiOll .ettlement. Scott
said that this would be WlWorkab1e be••u•• It. woa1cl 
result 1D a UDiOll appeal wlaeDn'er tile dect.too wu not
to their lUdDl. Allott said that 1t was absolutely neees'"
sary to pass.p of the Idll to otter postal workers a
ubl,pr carrot. II Cramer suaesteel that the Dftw plan
empbube comparability as one of the primary objecUves.
Blouat aald that he believes 1D that concept. Corbett
wU"D8d that the lepslatton would die unless the AdmlDi
stratioll first won the support of the postal UDiau. He
suaested that the leaders be called 1D and consulted Uld
that if they proved to be yjJ)lently opposed to some pu11cu..
lar part, it would be necessary tlto hunt for an acceptable
alternative." Public service aubstMes should be cbarpd
aca1Dn the public treasury. He anticipate. no WIlQII
complaint about the bond proposals. RMN asked bow maIIY.
employees the POD has. Bloat sald 'so, 000. RMN sal.~·
"Tim•• two' I 1D terms of votes. !!!:! sald ttat p\ibiiC""
opiDlon polls ahowed broad public support (about 2 to 1). ' 6>
Some •
should be made to compromise with the UDlon~
but the AdmtDlatraUOIl should be firm and stay on the aide
of the people. IIOt With the employee leaders who have a
vested interest. Blount said that Ford had just made his
speech tor blm.

.,rt

Tile Vice Preatdent asked why this lobby was so powerful.
"It is the omy lobby that pts into the kitchell
ever, day. II RMN said that moat postal workers. particu
larly letter carriers, are 11mlDf. "poUtielans. It He . .reed
that a "good carrot." would be well ac:lY1aecl. aDd he BUllened
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that the m•••..,. emphasise those features which tend
to ahow that the employee wUl fair bette~ UDder the new
system than under tilt old. It is DOt Deceseary to

emphasis. the pal of efficiency because most people
iDat1racUvely understand that a better postal service 1s
what this proposal1s intended to acb1eve. Postal workers
wlU "staDd a lot taller" if they "don't have to 10. hat in
baDd.. to their CODll"essm&n about every Uttle pievance
and every pay raise. I AndersOD suapsted that it mipt
be possible to arranp som. trade with the UDiODSi their
aupport of this plaD 1a exehaDle for AdmiDlstraUon sap
port of some part of H. R. 10,000. Corbett. said that
UDion leadership had admitted to him that H. R. 10.000
la merely their bugahunt posiUon and that they are
wi,1l1Dc to accept som.etbiDlleaa. ~ pled,ed his tul1
support 0> the Postmaster General and to the reform
meanre tie haa recommended. ae also said that he would
appreciate the support of each member of the Leadership.
!

At the Preside.'. IJrtttaUorr. Ford menUoaed that the only
major leps1aUoa 1a the Bous. liiiSweek is the,S. 8 bUUon
Supplemental AppropriaUoaa bW.. It wU1 be under debate
today aa.d the rest ot the week. Be said that ADM opponents
may attempt to write an expenditure Umit&Uon into the
bill. RMN said. I'non't arllle the ,ermane_ss question
too
let them otter their amendment. If

strOiii!'y,

The PresideDt then iIltroclaced HelU'l Kisa!g!r to give a
aNmmaJ"T 01 world reaettoa to the PreaideDtta VietDam
speech. RMN lDterrupted to aDIIOUDCe that on JUDe 8 he
will meet Wi'iii Rogers. Laird. BuDker and Tbleu at Midway
Island. where tbeywtiU discuss the Parla Peaee Neptat:loDs
aDd the mWtary prop-es. ill Vietuam. He ..aured that
rumor. of d1ff'erencel between the UDlted States and SallOn
were without any fOUDdatloD. Ki.al!pr CODfirmed the latter.
He sald there had been a broad lap between Thieu and the
Jobn8Oll AdmirdatraUon. lDdeed. that there was a group who
promoted a "dump Tbleu poUC1-" The N1xoa Admirdatration

8

hu approached &Ild consliited regularl)' aDd faitbfu11)'
with Saigon. For tbla reaSOD" amoDC others. the enUre
attitude aad atmosphere cbaapd. ThIs accounts ill large
part tor the favorable reception SaiIOD ,ave the Nixon

apeech. That approval is more thaD a pubUc relations
pmic. We have tntelUpnce not oDly about what the), have
sald to u. but what they have said to each other. Klsst.uaer
,.... a bacqround of the preparaUoD and tlmlDl ot the
8J»ec:h. ThCitaat dlacu8810DB took place at Key Biscatne
before the maquraUoa.. On April 20. It was decided that
the mea_ ahculd be dellvered about the mlddle of May.
The poiDt bere is that the me....e was DOt re8pOQld.ve as
"the press seemed to pther" to the NLJ'-10 point plan.
The polley of NLF baa beea twofold. (I) to mobilise world
0p1n10D so a8 to l.late the U.S. from the world commUDity
and thereby UDdermtae apport tor the war on the domestic
troatJ aDd (I) to 11a8 the Parts talks as a veblole to promote
a split betw. .a the U. S. and BallOn. Hanot must be
convinced that both policies bave failed when it reads
re.etton to the Nixon speech. lD this country.. comments
made by Members of ConFess of both partie. &ad from all
points of the pblloaopb1cal spectrum show UDi80D rather than
a cold11ct. Comments ill all of the foretp pre•• outside the
Soriet sphere of 1af1aeDCe have been uuammous. UDqUa11t1ed
an:l eD.tbu.lastic in - ' r apprc:waL. The positioD taken by
.!:! Mo!!!! the new.paper read by much of the PreDCb"
speakiDi world. Is especially signWcant. The Japane8e
reaction was favorable. the first time the Japanese have
been will1Dl to let their feeliD8s be kDown pubUcl,.. YUP
slavia. whicb 18 a pod bellwether. responded favorably.
Elsewhere in the comDUlDist world. bacludtlll RUSSia. criti
cism was mIlttIIl. The communi at press quoted 10111 passa,e.
of the Nixon speech. iDcludiDa the OODOlI1atory paracraphs.
Thia ill aometbiDI they seldom 10. ID BaIlOl. the f8&ction
was cU.ftereat tbaa that in reapoue to every previOus
American pronouncement. Ther p1'ODlfted to study it. On
SUnday. they publlabed a commentar;y. Imlt-plck1N the
1Ddlvidual proposals.. Thia auaeats their Wi1JJ.np"SII to
nelOtiate aDd diacowds the po8sibllity of total re~~n.
~
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RMN summarized. This is the first time in the Vietnam
stru"le that the President has clearly defined America's
lOal8, offered the other side a way out. and bullt a plat
form broad enouab to accommodate most viewpoints on the
dom••Uc front. In this connection. the President made a
conscious effort to move away from the old LBJ position
which assumed tbat 1'you are either with us or aaa1nst us. "
We oannot settle tor the old communist "talk-filht" strategy.
There will be a time lac of from 2 to 3 months before the
true enemy reaction can be tully Judted. However, we are
in the position of II controlJ.ing events rather than simply
reacting to them."

RICHARD H. POFF
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CONGRESSr~N FORD:
Good morning. I regret to say
that Senator Dirksen was unable to attend the meeting this
morning because he is out at ~alter Reed for one of his more
or less regular check-u~s; no crisis, no unforeseen problem.
He is simply out there for the purpose of a regular check-up.

The meeting this morning with the Leadership and
the President covered generally four areas: One, the ~ttorney
General was at the meeting and discussed the forthcoming Pr~si
dential message in the area of the extension of voting rights
legislation. The present act expires in August of 1970. The
Attorney General is coming up to the House Committee on the
Judiciary sometime this week or early next week to make
recofl\t!'\endations and coincidental \>rith that testimony by the
~ttorney General will be a Presidential message proposing the
extension of the Votinq Rights Act.
The Postmaster General also appeared before the
Leadership to discuss in broad terms the anticipated Presidential
~essage and the recommendations of the Post Office Deoartment
for the reorganization of the Post Office Department.
Dr. Kissinger took time this morning to discuss their
estimate of the President's speech, both domestically and inter
nationally. It was also pointed out that it was ~ore or less
anticipated that there would be a follo,.y-uP meeting with the
Saigon government. It was reported hy Dr. Kissinger that the
Saigon government is enthusiasticall~ favorable to the specifics,
the recommendations of the President in his speech of last
"Tednesday.
It 'N'as also indicated that ,>Ii thin a week or so there
undoubtedly would be a foreign aid message from the President.
Those are the four areas we covered.
to anS\'Jer any questions.

I will be glad

~'(I., FQ~~~

r

ft"

"I:'

In view of Or. Kissinqer's
statement that Saigon ..1)
~
.
was enthusiastically favorable, why ms there such a hurried
"
meeting with President Thieu?
CONGRESSHAN FO~D: I don't believe this could be called
a hurried meeting. It is my understanding that this had been
to some extent anticipated in the overall plans that had been
made both prior to the speech and subsequently. It doesn't
necessarily coincide with the speech, but it was a part of the
overall plan that had been worked out since the President took
office.
MO~E

,

~

~
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Q
t·'1hat "laS Or. Kissinger t s es·timate of the domestic
effect of the speech?

CONGRESSMAN FORD: The domestic effect, editorial
wise and otherwise, he reported was favorable. I can assure
you that from the mail I have received and the editorials
that I have seen from various newspapers throughout the
country, it indicates that the President got a good public
response domestically.
According to Dr. Kissinger, the survey of the news
paper editoria+s ",orld-wide in the Free Norld ,,'as extremely
favorable. The French press, the Indian press, the British
press, all seemed to consider it a great for'>lard step in an
effort to resolve the problem in vietnam.
Q
Jerry, did you get an estimate from Dr. Kissinger
of the Communist reaction to the speech?
CONGRESS~~N FORD:
I think it can be best su~~arized
that he felt their response a day or so after the Presic"ent's
speech was a rebuttal, but not a rejection.

Did you have a feelinq that troop ~d thdrawals would
be discussed at this forthcoming meeting at ~Ud''lay?
Q

CONGRESS~·1AN FORD:
The agenda was not discussed except
that it would include the political as well as the military, and
none of the details other than that were outlined.

Q
You said Dr. I~issinger said that this meeting
between the two Presidents was more or less antiCipated. ~1hat
did he mean by that; that they expected that President Nixon
would have to talk to him?

CONGRESSMJ\.N FORD: No, it was anticipated that as we
move down the road trying to find an answer that the two Beads
of State would get together to make certain and positive, not
only in the present but in the future, that they would be
going down thesame track.
In the past, as you know, not durinq this Administration,
but previously, there had been some public differences between
Saigon and Washington. I think this Administration wants to
make sure we don't make that mistake again.
Q

Are you talking specifically about the !.fidway

meeting?
CONGRFSS'1A.N FORD:

Yes, sir.

Mr. Ford, ''las there any discussion about the
process by "1hich the President is picking some nominees for
the Supreme Court or where that stands?
Q

CONGRESST"'l\N FORD:

There \'1as no discussion.

~4.hat

is the general shape of the Post Office
reorganization that is going to be proposed?
Q

CONGREssr.111N FO'RD: Until we have another meeting and have
an opportunity to try and iron out some of the areas where there
are some uncertainties at the moment, I think it is best not to
discuss the details.
~ORE
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Q
r.1r. Ford, is the Speaker's .decision to let the
Senate take the AB~'" first a setback for you, for those
who are proponents of the ABU?

CONGRESSMAN FORD: )\.s I indicated, ! think it l....ould
have been helpful to have the issue in the House first.
I don't think it is a setback for the Administration at
all, because I still feel that the Administration \Jill be
successful in getting Congressional approval for the ABH
Safeguard system.
I ought to mention that in the supplemental
appropriation bill that is on the Floor of the House today
and tomorrow I am told that some of the ABM opponents
might take the initiative and try to write in some
limitation preventing the Defense Department from obligating
or spending any money for ABM research and so forth. I
personally would welcome their initiative in this regard~
because I think we might be very helpful on the cause by
giving them a pretty good licking.
Q
You control the motion to recommit on that
bill. Do you anticipate you might get something to put in a
bill so you could recommit?

CONGRESSHAN FORD: The motion to recommit is usually
used as something favorable for the Administration. I don't
think we would relinquish this prerogative of the minority
for a test on this. ~ut if they offer a motion or an amend
ment during the consideration of the supplemental appropriations
bill as '1,!le read it for amendment, I hope we can have a test on
it.
Q
But that would be a non-roll call test
you would be in committee.

because

CONGRESSf.1AN FORD: ~re could get a division and a
teller vote and I think you sitting in the gallery could
count the troops on either side, and I think.it would
be overwhelmingly for the Administration.
Q
Are you saying we are totally in tune with the
Saigon government for the goals in Vietnam, for example, the
coalition government? In the speech it seems to me there
are wide loopholes where it would be acceptable to us and the
Saigon government has not so indicated.

CONGRESSHAN FORD: As I understand it, the Saigon
government approved the words, language, and the phrases
as the President gave the speech on ~7ednesday. There has been
no modification of the President's view and the Saigon
government endorsed it.
Q

Did you discuss at all the problem of a coalition

government?
CONGRESSMAN FORD:
particular point.

No discussion was held on that

fiOP.E
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Just a minor ouestion
Ron might have covered
this this morning, and I ".,as not here for that -- since this
meeting with President Thieu was not a hastily called meeting,
and since it could have been convened, I assumed, on June 10,
for example, since the President was 901rrJ to speak at Ohio
State University on June 8, and since that is of significance;
going to a major college campus, what is your feeling at this
moment that he is not going to a major college campus?
Q

MR. ZIEGLER: I can respond to that.
that particular question this morning.

I did not cover

The date of the meeting, of course, was arranged
at a time which could best fit both President Thieu and
President Nixon's schedule, and that was the reason for the
date. As Congressman Ford indicated, the President's meeting
had been anticipated. The President has not had an opportunity
to meet personally with President Thieu since he has been in
office, and the President wanted to do this at the earliest
possible time.
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Q

as a privite

Did you establish ~...hether he has met him before
citizen?

MR. ZIEGLER: The President indicated that he has met
PresiClent rrhieu on bJO different occasions. But he has not met
with President Thieu since he has been President, of course.
One additional fact that I didn't give you this morning
in relation to a question on this, ~~bassador Bunker, Secretary
Rogers and Secretary Laird will accompany the President to
-1idt,·my.
Q
Could I ask you a corollary question? Is the
President speaking at another college commencement exercise
to make up for Ohio State?

r1'.R. ZIEGLER:
Q

~all

There is nothing on the schedule nOY1.

Bunker be coming back to this country after

'Udwav?
r~R. ZIEGLER;
No. Again, the schedule is not totally
firm, but the information I can give you is that Ambassador
Dunyer: Secretary Rogers and Secretary Lairc will be at the
meeting in rUdway.

Q

vall General Wheeler be there?

!1R. ZIEGLE:n~ Those are all the individuals I have now
that I can indicate to you.
Q

You don't rule out General

MR. ZI~GLF.R: I just don't know.
up we will give it to you.
Q

then going to

Wheele~

then?

As soon as it is firmed

t'7ill Secretary Rogers be coming back here and
or will he go from Asia?

Hid~.,ay

MP. ZIEGI,FR~ It ~."ould he my feeling that he would be
here. but I don't have his schedule.
Q

He is due back here on May 27th.

Q
Can I ask how long the voting rights legislation
will be extended for?

CONGRESsr·!A.N FORD: The actual term was not discussed.
~here
was at l~ast one who raised the question of whether it
would be per~anent legislation. I think this is something
that will be resolved ~rior to the President's recommendation,
but no firm decision was made on it.
Q

Do you want any changes in that?

CONGRESS~AN FOq~~
Yes, I think there can be some
beneficial changes. I think in general I can say that it will
be broadened to be all-encoM~assing as to geography and it will
have stronger provisions related to vote frauds, the corruption
aspect.

#

•

_•

.
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Q
Congressman F.'orrl~ did the sItuation on the surtax
come up and could you give us your assessment on whether the
surtax extension is in trouble in the House now?

CONGP.ESS:1J1.Jl FORD ~ There was nO discussion at the
meeting this n10rning concerning the proposed tax bill, the
surtax, the investment tax credi~ repeal and the other tax
reforms represented by the President. But it is my personal
feeling that in the final analysis the Congress will take
affirmative action and if we don't, I think the Congress can
be charge~ with failing to face up to a serious economic threat,
inflation r and so forth.
So I personally strongly support the President's
proposal and I hope the Congress has the good sense to IDove
ahead and do somethinq about the overall problem.
Q

How about the spending

li~it?

COr-.:GRESSr~.AN FORD:
There t-Tas no discussion about the
spending limit. I ~on't mind reiterating that I believe that
the provision in the supplemental appropriation bill is good
legislation. I think the Congress will eventually approve
it in one form or another.

Q

i"1hen do the messages go up?

CONGRESS·I!AN FO:RD ~ The voting rights -- no special
da te , but I "rould say wi thin a week or maybe before. The
one on Post Office reorganization. probably sometime next week.
r.4R.

ZIEGLER~

Possibly.

Q
Was there any discussion on drug control, Federal
legislation, in light of the Supreme Court decisim yesterday''?
CO't:tl':;P..ES$~!AN

Q

FORD ~

There was no discussion on that.

\i·Jas there any discussion on Supreme Court vacancies?

CONGRESSJ'AAN FORD:

No.

THE P!?':=':SS·· Thank you.

END

(AT 10;50 A.M.
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Working Paper for the Task Force on Productivity and Competition
. .,.

THE CONGLOMERA'rE

~.lERGER

By
Ronald H. Coase
There is a loud clamour to proceed against conglomerate mergers
under the anti trust laws and the political pressures exerted for such
action are strong.

It is my view that such pressures should be resisted,

an opinion which I kno\'l is shared by some other members of the Task Force.
The acquiring of an enterprise by a firm which has interests in
other unrelated enterprises, unlike a horizontal merger, has no direct
anti-competitive effects.
unchanged.

It leaves the competitive

tuation essentially

Indeed, the main complaints about the conglomerate relate to

other things.

It is said that a firm with a high price/earnings ratio

(based on the assumption that its profits will grow rapidly) is able,.
through acquiring

rms with a low price/earnings ratio, to produce an

apparent rise in the per-share earnings and thus justify the pre-existing
belief in the rise in its profits.

It is, of course, clear that this

process cannot go on for long, (if this is the real basis for the conglom
erate's rapid growth in profits) since it needs more and more acquisitions
of organizations with low price/earnings ratios to maintain this apparent
rapid growth in the earnings of the conglomerate, as the acquired firms
are presumably ones in which there is little prospect of a rise in earnings
or a considerable chance of decline.

Whether investors are, in fact, mis

led about \vhat is going on, T do not know.

But if there is a problem, it

seems clear that it is one for the Securities and Exchange Commission.
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It is also claimed that these conil6merates will be inefficient.
A more likely result is that some will be inefficient and some will be
efficient.

Competition will sort them out.

Those that are inefficient

will find resources hard to get and may indeed be forced to dispose of
some of their constituent parts.

As it is impossible to determine by

court proceedings which of these mergers

w~l1

be efficient and \vhich will

not, and competition wi 11 in fact do this (and probably in less time than
the 'court proceedings would take), there seems little point in using the
efficiency issue as a basis for antitrust actions.
Some suppo,rt for anti trust action 'against conglomerate mergers has
been based on the fact that the firms might engage in reciprocal buying.
between constituent units.

This practice might, of course, lead to

greater efficiency (for example, by reducing marketing costs) or it might
lead to inefficiency (by substituting a subsidiary's higher cost supplies
for an outsider's 100ver cost supplies).

If this practice leads to

.efficiency, there is no reason to stop it; if it leads to inefficiency,
there is no reason why the conglomerate should adopt it (since it would
reduce its overall profits).
No convincing case has as yet been made for taking anti trust action
against conglomerate mergers.

Until it has, the Antitrust Division should

resist the pressures and devote its resources to combatting clear threats
to the competitive process.
I do not regard this conclusion as inconsistent with the ViN! that
there are other values to be taken into account apart from the efficiency
narrowly conceived, with which society uses its resour-ces.

One of these

values is that it is undesirable to hang a man for an imaginery crime.
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If policy is to be based on "fear of siie," it is surely desirable to
discover \vhat is really feared, whether it results from si ze and whether
this comes about in all circumstances or only in some.

Even if these

fears are properly based and size in certain circumstances is found to
have consequences that ought to be feared, and these consequences are
such as to be properly dealt \vi th under the antitrust laws, it is by no
means clear that the Department of Justice should give first priority to
recent conglomerate mergers, most of which are 9utranked in size by a
hundred or more other firms in the United States.

Wnat I urge (with no

more than that modicum of moral fervour proper in the circumstances) is
that antitrust actions should not be brought unless there is reason to
believe that the practices attacked have serious adverse consequences,
properly handled by the antitrust laws.
bee~

This does not seem to me to have

established, as yet, in the case of the conglomerate merger.

A regard

for procedural decency may indeed often reduce one's chance of influencing
policy but not, I hope. when one is dealing with the Department of Justice.
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RECIPROCITY
By
George J. Stigler
The allegation of reciprocity in the dealings bet\veen independent
companies is extremely widespread, although systematic quantitative study
of the extent of reciprocity has never been made.

The doubts of the

importance of reciprocity (except in one important and identifiable class
of dealings) held by the economist may be stated.
Consider first the fully competitive situation in ''o'hich seller S
produces X, and purchases Y in producing it, and buyer B produces Y, and
purchases X in producing it.
buy X from S
1.

~qless

Now let B initiate reciprocity, refusing to

S buys Y from B.

The possibilities are:

B sells Y on the same terms as his rivals (and, in each of these
cases, S sells X on the same terms as his rivals).

There is no

cost-or-gain to either party in the reciprocity.
2.

B sells Y on more favorable terms than his rivals.

Then

compulsion is not necessary to get S's patronage.
3.

B se11s Y on less favorable terms than his rivals.

Then S

will be injured by purchasing from B.
Clearly, in case 2 there need be no compulsion to'reciprocity and in case 3
the reciprocity will be refused.

Case 1 is harmless and pointless, and I

assert that it is quantitively negligible.

The non-economist will often

object to case 1:
(a). The preference given B's pr:oduct is unfair to rivals selling on
equal tenns.

The answer is double:
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the preference will not be

I

/

'/
given if it imposes any cost on S; and if there is competition
the rivals are not inj ured in the least':

they can sell el se-

where the quantity they previously sold to S, 'and wi thout a
reduction of price.

Differently put:

neither supply nor

demand has change.d, so price Hill not change.
(b)

The reciprocity eliminates "selling expenses".

Putting aside

the question of fact (for often reciprocity complicates trading),
if there are economies from the reciprocity, the practice shOUld
spread, and will not injure competition.
The opposite situation, \'lhere S is the only ,. seller, B the only buyer,
raises no interesting questions of reciprocity, which is inherent and
unavoidab Ie.

There remains the case of one-sided monopoly.

So long as the seller (or buyer) with monopoly power has a single price,
reciprocity has no real effect.

Suppose the monopolistic seller extorts a

preferential price from the buyer--then he is using a portion of his monopoly
powers indirectly when he could be obtaining the same extra sum directly by
-selling at a higher. price.

If the seller (or buyer) with monopoly power sets

a different price for some buyers than for others (and so practices price
discrimination), it is possible that he may increase his profits.

But the

only purpose in varying prices through reciprocity (paying different prices
to different customers for their products) would be to conceal the discrim
ination.
The case for reCiprocity arises when prices cannot be freely varied
to meet supply and demand conditions.

Suppose that a firm is dealing with

a colludirlg industry which is fixing prices.
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A firm in this collusive

/

industry \'.'Ould be willing to sell at
escape detection.

~ess

than the cartel price if it can

Its price can be reduced in effect by buying from the

cUstomer-seller at an inflated price.

Here reciprocity restores flexi

bi1ity of prices ..

In short reciprocity is probably much more talked about than practiced,
and is important chiefly where prices are fixed by the state or a cartel.

February 18, 1969

•
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SUMMA.ll{Y OF RECm.NENDATIONS OF THE, TASK FORCE
,
ON PRODUCTIVITY AJ"iD CO~IPETITION

We present here a

su~~ary

of the recommendations of the Task Force

on Productivity and Competition.

These recommendations are elaborated and

defended in the accompanying Report.
1.

We

recon~end

that the President issue a general policy statement

(a) establishing the Antitrust Division as the effective agent of
the Administration in behalf of a policy of competition within the
councils of the Administration

an~

before ,the independen-c rcgu

1atory commissions; (b) urging those commissions to enlarge the
role of competition in their industries; (c) marshaling public
support for the policy of competition.
2.

We urge the commissions to 'permit free entry in the industries under
regulation and to abandon minimum rate controls, whenever these
steps are possible-- and we think they usually are; and we urge
the President, when occasion permits, to appoint at least one
economist to membership in each of the major

co~~issions,

and

institute effective procedures for the review of the performance

of the commissions.
3.

•

To enhance the effectiveness of the Antitrust Division, we urge the
Attorney General and the Assistant Attorney General in Charge of
Antitrust to insist that every antitrust' suit make good economic
sense, and to institute semi-public conferences to assist in the
formulation and frequent reevaluation of enforcement guidelines.
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4.

We recommend that the Department. of Justice establish close .liaison
wi th the Federal Trade Conunission at the highest levels., with a view
toward fostering a harmonious policy of business regulation.

S.

We recommend that the Department bring a series of strategic cases
against regional price-fixing conspiracies, which we believe to be
numerous and economically important.

6.

We . cannot endorse, on the basis of present knowledge of the effects
of oligopoly on competition, proposals whether by new legislation
or new interpretations of existing law to deconcentrate highly
concentrated industries by dissolving their leading firms.

But

we urge the Department to maintain unremitting scrutiny of highly
oligopolistic industries and to proceed under section 1 of the
Sherman Act--,,,hich in our judgment reaches all important forms of
collusion--in instances where pricing is found after careful investi
gation to be substantially noncompetitive.
7.

The Department of Justice Merger Guidelines are extraordinarily
stringent, an.d in some respects indefensible.

We suggest a number

of revisions in the accompanying Report.
8.

We strongly recommend that the Department decline to undertake a
program of action against conglomerate

merg~rs

and conglomerate

enterprises, pending a conference to gather information and opinion
on the economic effects of the conglomerate phenomenon.

More broadly,

we urge the Department to resist the natural temptation to utilize
the antitrust laws to combat social problems not related to the
competitive functioning of markets.
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9.

We recommend ne\v legislation to increase, the monetary penal ties, at
present largely nominal,

10..

fo~

price fixing.

\ve urge a new policy for anti trust decrees .
not seek the entry of regulatory decrees:

The Departm·ent should
decrees that envisage a

continuing relationship with the defendant.

Save in exceptional

.circumstances, all decrees should contain a near termination date,
ordinarily no more than 10 years from the date of entry.

And the

Department should undertake a revieH of existing decrees to deter
mine which should be vacated as obsolete or inappropriate.
11.

The Expediting and Webb-Pomerene Acts should be repealed, and the
Robinson-~atman Act substantially 'revised. ,

12.

Mr. Alexander L. Stott dissents from certain parts of the Report
and from certain of the above recommendations.
dissents from two recommendations.

•
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Mr. Raymon H. Mulford

CONF IDENTIAL

REPORT OF THE TASK FORCE
ON PRODUCTIVITY

Al~D

COMPETITION

The Task Force on Productivity and Competition submits its report
on the problems Nhich will be confronted by the new administration in
this area, and the steps which we recommend to be taken.

The report

is presented under three general headings:
I.

The Administrationfs Policy of Competition and the Role
of the Antitrust Division and the Regulatory Commissions
in This Policy.

II.
III.

Organization and Procedure in the Antitrust Division.
Recommendations for Change in Antitrust Policy.

Individual task force members would often change the emphasis of the
Report, and larger differences are presented as dissents.
I.
A.

General Policy

Antitrust Policy
The American .Way, as we are constantly told, is to rely upon compet

itive private enterprise to do most of the work of allocating resources
to industries and firms, organizing production, and providing economic
progress.
however:

We are constantly travelling a shortef distance down this Way,
for good reasons and for bad we have almost continuously expanded

the governmental controls over economic life, and in recent years important
restrictions have been placed upon private enterprise to protect the bal
ance of payments.

Some of the vast arsenal of public controls are unnec

essary, and a large proportion of the necessary controls are excessively
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restr~ctive

of competition.- As one ex.M1ple,

~he

tutions is of course a major public concern, but
\

,
,

achieved by

~nsurance

safety of financial insti
~his

safety can often be

or similar devices; and hardly ever requires that.

competition be suppressed to the extent that the most incompetently
managed institution \Vi 11 be prosperous, and hence safe.
The traditional American policy of seeking to minimize regulation
of economic life is a profoundly \vise polic;.y, and deserves to be reasserted
and implemented.

Both logic and political expediency--not always close

allies--dictate that economic freedom be subjected to the discipline of
competitive markets.

We believe, therefore, that the President should

issue a general.policy statement on competition and public regulation, to
achiev~

1.

at least three important purposes:
To establish the Antitrust Division as the effective agent

of the Administration· in behalf of a policy of competition,
in intragovernmental groups, and before independent regula
tory bodies.
2.

To encourage and urge the regulatory bodies--lvhich cannot
ignore the clear policy positions of the President even when
his appointive power is dormant--to enlarge the role of
competition in their respective industries.

3.

To revive and strengthen public support for the policy of
competition, and to establish the bona fides of the Admin
istration as the protector of both

~onsumer

and businessman.

An executive order or a major presidential address would be an appropriate

vehicle for this declaration.

Whether or not a formal statement commends
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itself, we believe that the

~orrect p~licy

is

o~e

of persistent and

resourceful exploitation of competition wherever possjble.
B.

The Policl of Competition in the Regulated Inc:lustries
Our mandate to examine productivity and competition in the American

economy compels us to brief examination of the work of the regulatory
commissions themselves.
~ore

The regulated industries comprise one-eighth or

of the economy in terms of income, and are too important to be

omitted from our Report.
The tasks assigned to the regulatory agencies are various:

to prevent

monopoly pricing (as wi ~h telephone and pipelines); to prevent congestion
(as with radio and television frequencies); to provide safety to savers
(as with financial institutions); and so on.

It is not possible for us

here to examine these purposes critically, although it is notorious that
in certain industries (such as motor trucking) there is no respectable
case for economic regulation.

There is widespread disenchantment with

regulatory purposes as well as regulatory processes, and a general belief
-that excessive rigidity, expensive review of economically trivial details,
and frequent failure to achieve any important results have characterized
our regulatory efforts.
•

In two directions, we are convinced, there should be a major reorien
tation of the regulatory policy:
1.

Entry of new firms should be encouraged wherever an absolute
contradiction with regulatory goals is not involved.
the practice is universally the opposite:

to prohibit or ration

with utmost severity the entrance of new firms.
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At present

2.

AllO\'1 much freedom in price competi tion.

The regul atory

bodies should abandon minimum rate regUlation whenever

,

,possible (and it is usually possible), and rely Ghiefly on
maximum rate regulation.
Where rates are regulated,' it is essential to make

bot~

changes: there

,is little merit in allowing additional firms to enter if they are not held
to the test of unfettered competi tioll with· the existing firms.
We urge the Administration to .pursue three complementary paths of
reform in tIl? regulated indus tries:
First .. the cOIIunissions should have the merits of competition pressed
upon them.

Competition is nO,t a matter of all or none, and the fact of

regulation should not exclude competition as a force at each of a hundred
.points where i t is relevant and feasible.

If there must be only one rail-,

road there can still be several' truckers, several freight fon.larders, and
the possibility of inter-modal competition.
Second .. the primary method of giving a larger role to competition is
:by appointing cOIllffiissioners who understand and believe in a policy of
competi tion.

We believe that every regulatory body should have at leas't

one economist as a commissioner.

Quite aside from the implementation of

the desire for more competition, this proposal has a decisive defense:
economic regulation poses more economic than legal problems; and an
economist knm'ls more about economics than a non-economist.

The economic

triviality and irrelevance of much activity of the regulatory commissions
is patent and inexcusable.
Third .. the regulatory commissions are largely out of public control.
Once in a decade or two, at most, a

commiss~on
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will be investigated by

.

Congress.

The Administration should explore methods of getting more

meaningful and effective .reviews than \ve nON get,.

.

We do not know whether

the best method is an enlarged Bureau of the Budget section, a national
co~mission,

the creation of academic review committees, or a special

adviser to the President.

The best method, however, is surely not infre

quent, partisan Congressional review.

The present rule of the regulatory

bodies is undirected, unmeasured, and unevaluated.
II.
A.

Organization and Procedure in the Antitrust Division

The Utilization of Economic Knowledge
We anticipate little opposition to the proposition that the Antitrust

Division make full and effective use of economists and their special skills.
These skills are often necessary to understand the effects of economic
practices (an example is market-sharing in fixed proportions), to assess
the economic importance of individual cases, and to assist in devising
remedies that will not shatter on economic realities.

We endorse the

policy of having a highly professional economist serving as adviser to the
head of the Division, and a strong permanent staff of economists.
The problem is not the goal of an economically sophisticated anti trust
policy, but its implementation.

A division charged with the enforcement of

a statute must of course be directed and largely staffed by lawyers.

Unless

there are substantial incentives to the staff to utilize economics--whether
by central direction, or vastly more powerfully, by demonstrated assistance
in winning cases--the non-lawyer will often be viewed by the lawyers as a
mysteriously necessary obstacle to smooth operations.

The Assistant Attorney

General will have succeeded in making a truly major contribution to antitrust
policy if he establishes the relevance of economic knowledge.
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B.

The Deve

of Criteria for Classes of Cases (Guidelines)

When the Anti trust Division is confronted by a large number of
similar cases--and it must now be scanning many hundreds of mergers each
year--it will inevitably have rules to guide the numerous men who pass
on individual cases.

The question is not whether to have criteria or

guidelines, but how to arrive at them.
We believe, for reasons we discuss b,elow, that the present merger
guidelines are questionable in important respects.

Here we consider the

procedures for formulating guidelines.
A set of rules for a class of cases will be desirable only if two
conditions are fulfilled:
1.

There are a large number of uncontroversial, easily identified
cases.

If there are not, the rules give little help to either

business or the Division.
2.

Controversial or objectionable cases cannot be repackaged to
avoid scrutiny.

The way to determine whether mergers, for example, meet these conditions
is to examine a large number of them in the light of legal and economic
knowledge.

The Antitrust Division will perform this task vastly better

. if it uses 'the large amount of professional expertise available outside
the Division.

\'Ie,

therefore recommend that the Division have semi-public

conferences to explore difficult areas of policy, inviting legal and
economic experts to propose or discuss guidelines.

Some members of the

task force would prefer to have formal notice and public hearings in estab
lishing rules.

If rules are adopted, a periodic revlew of them by the
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same procedure will be a useful method of conferring flexibility upon
them.
C.

A specific application of this· method ,is ·proposed beloh' for mergers.
The Role of the Federal Trade Commiss.ion
No revie\.; of anti trust policy would be complete that ignored the

Federal Trade Commission, which is charged with enforcement of, among
other statutes, 'the Clayton Act, of which Section 2, the Robinson-Patman
Amendment, and Section 7, prohibiting mergers and acquisitions that may
substantially lessen competition, are particularly important; and the
Federal Trade Commission Act, wh,ose operative provision, Section 5, for
bids "unfair or deceptive acts or practices", a term that has been
interpreted to embrace even more than the vast area of anticompetitive
behavior proscribed by the Sherman and Clayton Acts, as well as consumer
fraud and some "immoral" sales methods such as lotteries.

As is evident,

the Commission's jurisdiction largely overlaps that of the Antitrust
Division.
In its antitrust work, the FTC has concentrated on price discrim
ination, on practices believed to oppress or coerce small dealers, and
on mergers, especially vertical and

conglomer~te,

and usually in industries

such as food products, groceries, and cement--industries which by longestablished understanding with the Antitrust Division have been assigned
as the Commission's sphere of primary competence.
Unhappily, little that the Commission undertakes in the antitrust
area can be defended in terms of the objective of maintaining and strength
ening a competitive economy.

Consider price discrimination.

There is now

an impressive body of literature arguing the improbability that a profitmaximizing seller, even one with monopoly power, would or could use
- 7 

cost selling to monopoli ze addi tiona~ markets.

Yet, not only has t;he

Commission continued to bring predatory price discrimination cases, but
the alleged danger of predatory pricing remains a principal prop of its
vertical and conglomerate antimerger cases.

As for "secondary line" dis

crimination (that is, giving discounts to some dealers or distributors
but not to others who compete with them), the Commission has never attempted
to differentiate those cases (if there are any) in Nhich a monopsonistic
buyer is able to extract unjustified price concessions from his suppliers
to the prejudice of his competitors from those in \vhich discrimination is
employed by oligopolistic sellers Nhowish to cut prices secretly,--and
should be encouraged to do so--and those in Nhich price differences (which
the Commission tends to equate, erroneously, with discriminations) are not,
in fact, discriminatory.

Over the last eight years the Commission, often

tmder the prodding of reviewing courts, has pulled some of the sting from
enforcement of Robinson-Patman against secondary-line discrimination.

It

has demanded somewhat stronger proof of competitive injury; the meetingcompetition and cost-justification defenses have been rendered meaningful;
and the provisions of the Act relating to advertising alloNances and
brokerage payments are, in general, no longer used to compel sellers to
compensate 'for, services that are not economically beneficial to the seller
(such as advertising by tiny retail outlets or brokerage when a broker's
services can be dispensed with).

Although the retreat from per

~

rules

against secondary-line discrimination has led to a general diminution of
enforcement activity by the FTC (private suits continue, of course, and
are discussed later) the Commission still brings many cases that impair,
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rather'than promote, competition and ef,ficicncy.

For example, the Com

missiop has in recent years waged vigorous war against IIfunctional dis
:.

counts", which are discounts offered to middlemen who. perform certain
distributive functions (such as warehousing) that other middlemen, who are
not given the discounts, do not perform.

Moreover, as explained later in

this Report, we can conceive of no case of discrimination in which the
Sherman Act would not provide an adequate ,remedy--adequate, that is, to
protect the interest in maintaining an effectively competitive economy-
and so we

vie~v

Robinson-Patman enforcement as inherently likely to be

pushed beyond proper, limits.
The efforts' of the Commission to protect small dealers from allegedly
unfair, and coercive business practices constitute a dark chapter in the
C?mmission's history.
in formal proceedings.

Much of this enforcement activity does not eventuate
What happens is that a dealer who is terminated,

. for whatever reason, is likely to complain to the Commission, knowing that
, the relevant Commission staff is well disposed toward "small business".
The staff uses the threat of an FTC proceeding to get the supplier to
reinstate the dealer, and if threats fail--usually they succeed--the FTC
may file a complaint charging the supplier with having cut off the dealer
'because he was a price cutter, or for some other nefarious reason.

Our

impreSSion, in sum, is that the Commission, especially at the informal
level, has evolved an effective law of dealer protection that is unrelated
and often contrary to the objectives of the antitrust laws.

The Commission

is supported in this endeavor by the Supreme Court's rulings that Section 5
of the FTC Act empo\yers the Commission to suppress practices that resemble
antitrust violations.
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With respect to the Commission's enforcement policy in the merger
field~

it

illuminating to 'compare the recent statements of Commission

merger policy with the Department of Justice Merger Guidelines, discussed
elsewhere in this Report.
the Department, it

attach~s

The Commission

IS

even more severe.

Unlike

a good deal of significance to the absolute

size (independent of market share) of merging finns; to the alleged power
that large finns have over small; and to the dangers of "price squeezes".

It will, for example, challenge virtually any. acquisition by a cement
producer of a ready-mix concrete company, virtually any. substantial acqui
sition by a large food chain, etc.

The Merger Guidelines are models of

restraint compared to those promulgated by the

~ommission,

which are as

hard on economic theory as on mergers.
We conclude that substantial retrenchment by the Commission in the
antitrust field is highly desirable.

In addition to retrenchment (at

least by stopping the increase of the Commission's appropriations), its
resources devoted to regulating competition might be redeployed.

The two

.principa1 possibilities are (1) consumer protection# and (2) economic
- studies utilizing the very broad fact-gathering powers vested in the
Commission by its enabling legislation.

Unhappily, either route could be

followed in a way that endangered competition.

An incompetent economic

study can be influential on policy. makers--wi tness the influential 1948
FTC study which erroneously suggested that concentration was on the rise
in American industry.

Overzealous enforcement of consumer-protection

legislation can also have errant results.

We note that the application of

consumer-protection la\'l is almost always invoked not by consumers but by
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competitors, whose interest lies in protecting
. .
. their market, not in
giving consumers full information; and that elabprate requirements relating
to packaging, safety, etc. can curtail consumer choice, limit competition,
reduce the consumer's incentive to exercise care, and--what is most serious-
impose substantial costs on society.
The Federal Trade Commission urgently needs a basic reform, but this
need will be difficult to fulfill.

Quite apart from the fact that there

are no vacancies on the Commission, any dramatic or far-reaching Presiden
tially-inspired reforms would run up against the long tradition of regarding
the independent agencies in general--and the FTC in particular--as "arms of
the Congress".

That has at t.imes meant an office of economic opportunity

for Congressmen; more important, it means that a strong showing of Presi
dential interest in the operations of the Commission will not be welcome
on the Hill.
Perhaps the best short-rpn path of improvement runs through the offices
6f the Attorney General and the Assistant Attorney General in charge of
·Antitrust.

Since the jurisdictions of the Commission and of the Antitrust

Division are so largely overlapping, no one could object to the establish
ment between the Commission and the Division of close liaison at the highest
levels.

Indeed, it is something of a wonder (though explicable in terms of

bureaucratic rivalry) that such liaison has been wholly lacking heretofore;
the only coordination between the agencies is at very low levels, and con
sists largely of haggling over who shall sue in cases where both agencies
are interested.

Especially at the beginning of a new Administration, it

should be quite feasible, as well as wholly appropriate, for the Attorney
General and Assistant Attorney General to establish a close
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relationship with the Chairman of theConunissibn.

We think i t likely

that the Commission will pay some heed to the Department I s vieHs, if
forcefully expressed, on anti trust and trade-regulation pol,icy.
III.

Recommended Changes in Antitrust Policies

The general policies of the Antitrust Division are profoundly good,
and we propose no major change in its emphasis or directions of policy.
In fact, the main thrust of the folloHing recommendations is that certain
recent developments of policy or doctrine should not be allowed to divert
the agency from its basic task of striking down conspiracies and mergers
in restraint of trade.

A.

Price-Fixing
The price-fixing cases of the Antitrust Division are its bread and·

butter, and understandably its staff would prefer more cake.

We emphasize'

the great economic and social importance of continued, vigilant, aggressive
seeking-out and conviction of conventional price-fixers.
~eakens

life.

Every victory

the efficiency of undetected collusion in that area of economic
We strongly recommend the bringing of a series of strategic cases

against regional conspiracies, which lve believe to be numerous and econ
omically important.
B.

Concentration and Oligopoly
Oligopoly--the industry composed of a small number of independent

enterprises--undoubtedly presents the most
for competition.
circumstances.

diffic~lt

problems in a policy

The difficulties arise because of a combination of three
The first is factual:

there are many important industries

in our economy whose structure is oligopolistic--how large a number depends
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upon what a "small number of firms" means.

The second is interpretive:

.

the' economi?ts have not
succeeded in fully identifying the characteristics
.
. of an industry which'determine whether it will behave competitively or
mon<;>polistically.

TIle third is the matter of action:

if firms in an

oligopolistic industry are convicted of collusive behavior, must one press
for a remedy so radical as dissolution in order to stop future repetitions
of the. offense?

(And should the standards of permissible concentration be

wholly different for pending mergers than for established enterprises?)
The circumstances which determine whether or not the firms in an
oligopolistic industry will usually behave more or less competitively
(seeking by independent actions to improve their individual profits at the
cost of rivals' profits, with the eventual general erosion of unusual profits)
are partly known:
1.

'The easier (quicker and cheaper) new firms can enter the
indust.ry, the smaller and more short Ii ved will be the
monopolistic restrictions.

2.

The more elastic the demand for the product of the oligopol
istic industry the less the reward from restrictions of output
below the competitive level, and, hence the less the induce
ments to act collusively.

This in turn usually depends upon

what al t,ernative products the buyers may turn to.
3.

The larger the effective number of firms the less the probability
of collusive behavior--collusion increases in expense (including
probabi Ii ty of detection) as numbers increase.

Hm.,rever, a given

number of firms is more likely to result in collusion, the more
concentrated is production in the hands of a few firms.

If we
,,-~-
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.

'

correct for this and take the effecLive number of rivals to
,,

be the number of rivals of equal size which would produce
th;e same competitive situation

a~

the firms

(no~

of equal size)

actually in the industry, the effective number may be very
roughly estimated at t\<1ice the number there would be if all
firms were as large as the largest in the industry.

That is,

if the largest firm has 1/5 of the industry's output and the
remaining firms fall off in size regularly, the effective num
ber of finns is of the order of magnitude of 10.

By this is

meant that the concentration in the industry'is equivalent
to what would exist if there·wers 10 firms of equal size.
There are other influences which probably but less certainly affect the
probability of competitive behavior.

One of these is the size of buyers:

larger buyers, for a variety of .reasons including possibility of backward
integration, make for more competitive prices.
Numerous statistical studies have been made of the relationship between
concentration and rates of return on investment, and these studies generally
yield positive but loose relationships:

concentration is not a major deter

minant of differences among industries in profitability, although it may
sometimes be a significant factor.

It appears also to be true that some

where between five and ten effective rivals (i.e., a largest firm with a
share of 1/3 to 1/5) are usually enough to insure substantial elimination
of the influence of concentration upon

profit~bi1ity.

Concern with oligopoly has led to proposals to use the antitrust laws
(perhaps amended) to deconcentrate highly 01igopo1istic industries by
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dissolving their leading firms.
basis of existing knowledge.

We cannot endorse these proposals on the

As indi~~ted, the ~orrelation between con

centration and profitability is \\feak, and many factors besides the number
of firms in a market appear to be relevant to the competitiveness of their
behavior.

While a flat condemnation of oligopoly thus seems to us unwise,

we commend to the Antitrust Division a pOlicy of strict and unremitting
scrutiny of the highly oligopolistic industries.

If, in any of these

industries, pricing is found after careful investigation to be substan
tially noncompeti tive, the Division will have a clear basis for proceeding
against the leading finns under Section 1.

Collusion that can be incontro

vertibly inferred from behavior (such as persistent, stable price discrim
ination in the economist's sense) should not bring immunity from the Sherman
Act, and we are confident that structural remedies will be sanctioned by
the courts in cases where, due to number of firms and the other conditions
of the market, lesser remedies are likely to be unavailing.

In assessing

the gain from such structural remedies, account should be taken of any
reduction in efficiency which the remedy entails.
The concern Hith oligopoly is also quite visible in the Department of
Justice's major recent innovation, the Merger Guidelines, to which we now
turn.
•

c.

Mergers and the Guidelines
The present merger Guidelines impose stringent restrictions upon the

relative sizes permitted to companies which desire to merge.

The impact

of these percentages is reinforced by a definition of the market (within
which shares of companies are reckoned) so loose and unprofessional as to
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be positively embarrassing.

We propose to reverse this emphasis:

not to

tell companies which mergers are forbidden, but which mergers are permitted.
·We are persuaded that this orientation better serves the interests of both
business and the Antitrust Division.

Before we turn to the methods by

which more appropriate Guidelines for mergers are achievable, we shall
briefly discuss the present Guidelines, and indicate our reasons for dis
satisfaction with them in their present orientation.
Market Definition.

The delineation of a relevant market \",ithin which

to appraise the lawfulness of a merger is crucial, for if the market is
drawn narrowly enough, virtually any merger can be made to seem monopolistic
in its effects.

Unfortunately, as they are presently drafted the Guidelines

seem to invite a substantial degree of market gerrymandering, especially in
delineating regional or local markets.

The Guidelines' test of whether a

product is sold in less than a national market is loose.

Any group of com

peting sellers in the industry is a relevant market, unless the defendant
.

!

~a.Il.

show that there is no "economic barrier" preventing other sellers from

selling in the particular area.

Such a barrier may consist of freight costs,

1

- customer inconvenience, customer preference for the brands presently sold in
the area, or the absence of good distribution facilities.
This is a misleading test.

An industry may be riddled with the kind

•

of Itbarriers" cited in the Guidelines and yet still not contain any mean
ingful local markets.

An example will illustrate.

Assume that the price of

steel bars is $2 in Minnesota and $1.60 in Chicago, and the cost of shipping
the bars from Chicago to

~Iinnesota

is 41 cents.

On these facts, it is plain

that the Minnesota sellers could not raise their price significantly without
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I,
I

immed~ately

losing their business to the Chicago sellers.

Minnesota is

thus not a meaningful local market even though, at the existing price,
,,

freight

cost~

sota sellers.

do impose an effective economic barrier against 'the

~1inne~

Moreover, additional firms will establish production or

distribution facUities in· ~linnesota if it becomes profitable to do so .
. The same analysis can be extended to the other barriers discussed in the
Guidelines.
In criticizing the test of "economic barrier", we do not mean to deny
the difficulty of devising rules of market definition that will be at the
sa.lle time simple and sensible,

This is most probably not an area in which

Guidelines provide a useful enforcement' tool.

If there are to be Guide

lines,_ though, they should at least not misstate the applicable economic
theory.

It would. accordingly, be a decided improvement if the Guidelines

were revised (at a minimum) to

e~plain

that a distant seller of a product

must be included in the local .market if a modest price increase in the
local area--a price increase unrelated to his costs--would bring him in
'forthwi th .
Horizontal Mergers-,

The provisions of the Guidelines governing hori

zontal mergers--that is, mergers between direct competitors--are extra
ordinarily strict.

I f a market is ''highly concentrated" (defined as where

the 4 largest firms account for at least 75 percent of the sales in the
market), then a merger between two firms, each of which has a 4 percent
market share, will be challenged:

and if the ,acquiring firm has a share

as large as 15 percent, then the acquired firm need have only a 1 percent
share for the merger to be challenged,

Different levels of permissible

size are stated for less concentrated industries, and some account is taken
of the trend of concentration.
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We agree with the basic premise of the horizontal-merger provisions
of the Guidelines that market-share percentages are the appropriate
stone of illegality for such mergers.

touc~-

We would favor levels of concentra:

tiori modestly lower than those now used (but differently structured), with
the purposes of (1) allowing all mergers below the Guidelines levels, and
(2) not prohibiting, but reviewing, those above the critical level, with

an implied probability that the more a proposed merger lies above the level
of automatic approval, the less the probability of its acceptance.

We

discuss below the procedure that should be followed better to utilize
existing knO\.. . ledge in fashioning the Guidelines.
Vertical Mergers.

- acquisition not of a
A merger that involves the

competitor but of a customer or a supplier is a vertical merger, and the
present Guidelines contain strict provisions limiting such mergers.

For

example, if the supplying firm in the merger has a 10 percent share of its
- market and the purchasing firm has 6 percent of the purchases in that market,
the merger will be challenged.
Our task force is of one mind on the undesirability of an extensive
and vigorous policy against vertical mergers:

vertical integration has not

been shown to be presumptively noncompetitive and the Guidelines err in so
treating it.

Within this area of agreement there are two positions around

which the task force members clust'er.
The one position asserts that many, and perhaps most, vertical mergers
which do not have direct horizontal effects are innocuous, but that in
certain situations a vertical merger \ViII have anti-competitive effects.
These situations include:

increases in the capital or other requirements
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for an integrated firm may reduce the possibility of'ne\'! entry; or price
discriinination may be implemented when a monopolist integrates fonlard or
hachtard.

A showing that an anticompeti tive effect of these sorts exists

is essential before a vertical merger is challenged.
The other position denies that a vertical merger has the potentiality
for economi.c harm in the absence of horizontal effects.

To some of our.

members, it is wholly implausible that vertical integration places entering
firms at a disadvantage.

A seller who fails to minimize his input and

distribution costs will be undersold by his competitors:

he cannot afford

to sell to or buy from an affiliate if there are more efficient alternative
means of supply and distribution available to his competitors (and to him) ..
Even if the seller is a monopolist, the desire to maximize profits will
lead him to seek the most efficient methods of supply and distribution,
and there will be ample opportunities for nonaffiliated suppliers and out
1ets to compete for his patronage.

Except in the case of the monopolist

who cannot discriminate in price effectively without control of his outlets,
vertical integration will be initiated and maintained only if and so long
as it is justified by the cost savings it permits.

It is not a method of

extending monopoly pmver.
The two positions coalesce on one policy cORclusion:

vertical mergers

should not be forbidden as a class.
The Conglomerate Merger.

The large conglomerate enterprise with an

aggressive acquisition policy has only recently become prominent and ne\vs
worthy.

Almost by definition such a firm poses at most a minor threat to

competition, but nevertheless criticism of it is beginning to mount.

Some

critics deplore the disappearance of independent enterprises and find a
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threat of sheer bigness to political or econohlic life.

Other critics be

lieve that the conglomerate firm ·is spawning unhealthy speculation in the
securities markets.
Antitrust law has seemed to some a convenient weapon with which to
attack large conglomerate 'mergers.

If one interprets "elimination of poten
.

.

tial competition", "reciprocity", and "foreclosure" as threats to competi
tion, one can ah..,ays bring 'and usually win a case against the merger of two
large companies, however diverse their activities may be.
makeweights.

These are often

The economic threat to competition from reciprocity (reciprocal

buying arrangements) is either .small or nonexistent:
commodity is not effectively ,exploited by
lated.corunodity.

-

m~nipulating

nJonopoly power in one
the price of an unre

The argument advanced against the simpliste treatment of

vertical mergers--essentially that one cannot use the same monopoly power.
twice--also challenges the feats. of reciprocity.
Potential competition, on the contrary, can be a decisive limitation
on the exercise of market power, and a merger which eliminates an imminent
'new competitor is anticompetitive.

If entry into a field is relatively easy,

however, there are a vast nwnber of potential entrants and the elimination
of one or a few has no effect.

If entry is difficult, and only a select few

firms are capable of entry and on the record likely to enter, their indepen
dence should be preserved.

The identity of potential entrants should not

be established by introspection.

If the producer of X is truly a likely

entrant into the manufacture of Y, the likelihood'will have been revealed
and confirmed by entrance into Y of other producers of X (here or abroad),
or by the entrance of the firm into markets very similar to Y in enumerable
respects.
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•

We" seriously doubt that the Antitrust Division should embark upon an
active program of challenging conglomerate enterprises

OIl

the basis of neb

ulous fears about size and economic pow"er." These fears should be either
confirmed or dissipated, and an important contribution would be made to
this resolution by an early conference on the subject.

If there is a

genuine securities market problem, probably nc\v legislation is nccessary.
If thcrc is a real political threat in giant mergers, then the critical
dim~nsion

should be estimated.

If there is no threat, the fears enter

tained by critics of the conglomerate enterprises should be allayed.
Vigorous action on the basis of our present kno\.;ledge is not defensible.
The central task of the Antitrust Division is to preserve competition
in the American economy.

This is a splendid and challenging task and

deserves and requires the full resources of the Division.

We shall be

much the losers if we compromise the discharge of this central task by
burdening the Division also with tasks such as the combatting of organized
crime or the achievement of general
The Use of Conferences.

p~litical

goals.

We have proposed that conferences be used to

revise the Guidelines and to identify the problems, if any, created by the
large conglomerate enterprise.

The conference will allow the Antitrust

Division to utilize the expertise and wide factual knowledge of economists,
lawyers, securities analysts, and other groups without the laborious machinery
of formal hearings.

We strongly recommend that before such conferences are

held, leading students and exponents of particular positions be asked to
prepare position statements which present explicit and specific theories
and evidence.

Then the conference members will have specific questions to

address and specific views to combat or support.
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D.

Antitrust Sanctions
The cutting edge of law is not the 'abstract statement· of a legal duty

but the sanction provided for its nonperformance

J

and that is' true of the

antitrust laws as of other systems of legal obligation.

It is essential

that those la\vs clearly and accurately define and forbid the practices
that impair competition and efficiency but it is equally essential that the
sanctions for violation be effective in compelling compliance and with a
minimum of undesirable side effects.
In testing the antitrust sanctions by this standard, it will be helpful
to distinguish two purposes of sanctions:

that of preventing (or, if it

has already oc~urre'd, undoing) a specific violation; and that of deterring
viola~ions

that might not ahvays be detected.

Sanctions of the first type-

remedial sanctions--suffice where there is no problem of detection (e.g., in'
the case of an illegal merger),

But take the case of price-fixing.

Price-

fixing conspiracies can be, and one suspects often are, successfully con
cealed.

A sanction that merely prevented the continuation of the conspiracy,

such as an injunction, or one that merely restored the losses of the injured
consumers" such as ordinary damages, would in these circumstances probably
be insufficient.
would

disco~~t

For in deciding whether to comply with the law, a seller

the very modest (or negligible) injury to him if his partici

•

pation in a price-fixing conspiracy was detected, and he was required to stop
ana to pay actual damages, by the considerable probability that he would
escape detection altogether; and he could conclude that he had little to lose
by participating.

That is why punishment by fine or imprisonment is an

appropriate sanction for illegal price-fixing; it provides deterrence, as
the purely remedial sanction does not.
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.
But the deterrent sanction in ant,i trust is weak:

A price fixer can

be imprisoned and fined but prison terms are almost never imposed in price
fixing cases and when they are, they are nominal in length; and the maximum
fine of $50,000 will deter only a very small corporation.

The possibility

of a private treble-damage suit doubtless provides additional deterrent
effect, but there are serious limitations:

judges are reluctant to author

izedamage m'lards that seriously hurt a company; damages are difficult to
prove in price-fixing cases; and most important, the injury caused by a
price-fixing conspiracy is often. so widely diffused (for example, among
millions of consumers) that no one has an incentive to bring a suit.

The

government itself can sue for damages only when it was the victim of the
unlawful conspiracy.
If concealable offenses under the antitrust laws are to be effectively
deterred, either the resources devoted to the detection of such offenses
must be vastly augmented--and- there are obvious limitations to this route-
or the fines must be increased to a point where they will give even the
large corporation considerable pause before participating in (or condoning
its officers I individual participation in) an ,illegal conspiracy.
for much more severe sanctions can be found abroad.

Precedent

The European Economic

Community, for example, may impose penalties of up to $1,000,000, or, in
the case of willful violations, up to 10 percent of annual sales.

We have

not attempted to determine the appropriate level of antitrust fines, but we
urge the Department of Justice to accord high priority in its legislative
program to the upward revision of these penalties.
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The creation of a more realistic scheme
of antitrust fines
,
enable a

long~overdue

antitrust suit.

It

wou~d

reexamination of the punitive aspects of the private

is anomalous that

priv~te

plaintiffs who have done

nothing to uncover or prove an antitrust violation (the usual case) should
, be permitted to claim treble damages on the basis of a judgment obtained
. by the

damages

Anti~rust
~d

Division.

In such circumstances, the excess over actual

costs represents a pure windfall to the private plaintiff.

Today, one can defend this arrangement on the ground that it furnishes an
element of added deterrence \vhich is necessary in light of the inadequacy
of the existing criminal fines.

But that ground would be removed if the

fines were revised to a more appropriate level; and a more rational scheme
of deterrence would become feasible.

We are also deeply concerned that

private treble damage suits provide undesirable opportunities for harrass
ment and the furtherance of a variety of anticompetitive practices.
With regard to remedial sanctions, the principal question involves the
undesirable side effects that frequently accompany a poorly formulated
decree.

Ideally--and it is an attainable ideal--an antitrust decree should

be a "one shot H affair:

dissolving the monopoly, or divesting the acquired

assets, or terminating the basing-point system, etc.

The antitrust laws

were never intended to be a system of continuing, l'egulation.

Antitrust

policy has as its basic principle the preservation of a competitive environ
ment within which individual enterprises are free from continuing super
vision.

t'ihen a decree says, in effect, "Let us return to the court. or give

the power to the Antitrust Division, to adjudge the propriety of various
behavior of the defendant for years to come." one can be sure that the suit
has failed in its purpose of restoring competitive conditions.
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Nor is the

Depa~tment

equipped to. function as a regulatory agency, and it is not

likely to escape that common pitfall of economic, regulation, the suppres.
sian 'of com~etition.

Nonetheless, such decrees are frequentiyentered,

especially by consent of the parties in cases where the Department (or the
Federal Trade Conimission, to which these remarks apply with equal, if not
greater, force)· is unsure of its litigation prospects and wishes to sal
vage something from the investment of enfQrcement resources.
For the future, \ve urge that the Department adopt a firm policy of
not proposing or accepting decrees that envisage a continuing, regulatory
relationship with the defendant.

A correlative policy' that we suggest is

that every decree contain a definite--and near-:termination date, ordinar

ily nt;> more than 10 years from the date the decree is entered.

Such,a

principle would compel the Department to devise decrees that restore com
petition rather than establish-regulation, as well as assure that decrees
do not remain irt effect long after the relevant industrial conditions have
changed (such as with the 1920 decree against the meat packers).
Little is known of the extent to which a large number of past decrees
are still operative, and if operative, of any real value in protecting
competition.

We recommend, therefore, some such procedure as this in

dealing \vi th outstanding decrees:
1.

The past decrees still running should be compiled, and the types
and duration of prescribed conduct summarized.

2.

The current relevance of the decree?, ot at least those running
against large industries, should be examined--presumably by the
economics section of the Antitrust Division.
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3.

The older (say 25 years and over) and obsolete younger decrees
should be vacated.

E.Recommended Changes in Antitrust Statutes
Several

reforms could improve substantially the functioning

leg~slative

of the antitrust laws.

We have reconunended above a substantial increase in

the maximum level of fines.
the Expediting Act.

In addition, we recommend immediate repeal of

The low quality of many Supreme Court antitrust opinions

can be traced in no small measure to .the fact that direct appeal frequently
requires the Supreme Court to pass on an extensive record without the ben
efi t of the winnowing and focllsing pro.cess invoIved in an intermediate appeal.
The Supreme Court itself has noted that

dire~t

appeal is unsatisfactory.

If

repeai is politically impossible, then an amendment that would drastically
. limit the number of dlrect appeals would be desirable.
The ~'iebb-Pomerene Act shouid also be repealed.

The creation of cartels

in foreign commerce is antithetical to the underlying theory of the Sherman
Act.

The danger that exempted cooperation between competitors in the export

- field will lead to illegal cooperation at home is too great to be viewed as
merely a potential abuse.

Nothing in U.S. domestic competition policy or

foreign economic policy \varrants the retention of this outmoded approach to

•

international competition.

On the agenda for long-term legislative reform must be the Robinson
Patman Act.

The Act leads to rigidity in distribution patterns and to uni

form, inflexible pricing.

In industries with few sellers, price reductions

are more likely to be made if they can be made covertly.
reductions often lead over time to generally 10\ver prices.

Such limited
Thus, a prohi

bition against price discrimination may preclude the kind of competition
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,

that is most likely to' lead to lower Frices in oligopolistic industries.
We view the Federal Trade' Commission's tendency in recent" times to relax
the enforcement of the Act as a desirable

~ut,

so long as private treble

damage actions are available, an inadequate reform.
In reforming the Robinson-Patman Act, two kinds of amendment are desir
able.

First, the general prohibition against price discrimination in

Section 2(a) should be made more supple by broadening the meeting compe
tition and cost justification defenses so as to make them more readily
available for sellers whose

pric~

differentials do not stem from a preda

tory purpose and do not injure competition in the market place (as opposed
to disadvantaging individual firms).

Second, the more absolutist brokerage,

payments and services prohibitions of subsections (c), (d) and (e) should
be repealed while making clear that the standards of amended subsection (a)
remain applicable to practices that would previously have been treated under
- those repealed subsections.

The Task Force recognizes the political support

that the Robinson-Patman Act retains in some quarters and the danger that
an attempt to amend the Act might give particular interests an opportunity'
to add even more restrictive provisions.

As a consequence, some of our

members view amendment of the Act as a long-term, albeit important, reform;
• others wish to leave it alone.
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